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Some
companies and
studies claim LEEDcertiﬁed buildings
boost employee
productivity. But
does a bright and
particle-free ofﬁce
make a difference?
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The law office of Pillsbury Winthrop
Shaw Pittman LLP on Capitol Avenue
in Sacramento is certified LEED Gold.
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Companies weigh the cost,
beneﬁts of receptionists
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Executive oversees human
resources association
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The average workspace
is getting larger, really
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THE REAL VALUE OF LEED
While it’s tough to quantify, many say working in a sustainable ofﬁce building increases productivity
MELANIE TURNER | STAFF WRITER
hen it comes to Leadership in Energy and Environmental Designcertified office buildings, benefits
such as energy and water savings can be
measured.
But gains in employee productivity and
health are tough to quantify — or even
prove.
It’s a developing debate over the benefits of a LEED-certified building.
Still, companies in Sacramento-area
LEED Gold buildings — who enjoy particle-free air and lots of daylight — say
employee productivity improves. Some
swear by natural light, others by the cutting-edge heating and air conditioning
system.
“It really feels like more of a home-type
environment,” said Greg Johnson, a partner with the Sacramento office of Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP. “The
work doesn’t seem to be quite as strenuous and you don’t dread, necessarily, coming to work as some people tend to do.”
After 17 years at 400 Capitol Mall, Pillsbury moved in February to a LEED Gold
building in midtown at 2600 Capitol Ave.
The 35-employee firm has about 14,300
square feet on the third floor.
The firm, which prides itself on a long
tradition of sustainability, is now seeking LEED certification
“They’re not for its tenant improvements, from choosing
at 5 o’clock on Energy Star appliances to furniture and carFriday going, pet made with recycled
‘I’ve got to materials.
“I definitely feel more
said Johnget out of this productive,”
son, who admits he’s
building.’ ” not certain if it’s because employees worked
Adam Hansel as a team to design the
chief operating officer, space or if it has more to
Digital Technology do with better air circuLaboratory Corp. lation and other LEED
traits.
“I used to think about air conditioning
daily because someone was either coming
in my office trying to crank it up or crank
it down,” he said. “I think I underappreciated the significance of LEED certification
when we started this. Now ... it has added
to my satisfaction with the space.”
Pillsbury partner John Poulos said he’s
not sure if he’s more productive in the
new space.
But “it makes it more enjoyable to come
to work,” he said. “To that extent, I’d say ...
it makes me more productive.”
Poulos added that the LEED certification also helps with recruiting bright,
young lawyers. And it gives the firm credibility with clients, who see the firm is
“walking the walk.”
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Deb Johanson
Cook, above, is
hard at work while
Carrie Bonnington,
left, and Amanda
Alley take a break
at the law office of
Pillsbury Winthrop
Shaw Pittman
at 2600 Capitol
Ave., a LEED Goldcertified building.

‘AHEAD OF THE GAME’
Adam Hansel, chief operating officer
for Digital Technology Laboratory Corp.
in Davis, said that while it’s “very difficult to put a metric on that,” he believes
employees in LEED Gold buildings are
more productive.
DTL provides software and mechanical
engineering services to its parent company, Mori Seiki Co. in Nara, Japan. Mori
Seiki is one of the world’s largest manufacturers of machine tools.
DTL’s 71,000-square-foot building, developed by Capital Partners Development
Co. LLC, was the first in Yolo County to
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achieve a LEED Gold rating.
“I think people take pride in being able
to tell people that,” Hansel said.
Among the building’s environmentally
friendly features is a 172-kilowatt photovoltaic system that could supply as much
as half of DTL’s power.
In attempting to describe why he believes

employees are more productive, Hansel
said “it’s an intangible.”
He points to a number of features he believes contribute to employee comfort —
and productivity. While some might argue that it’s more comfortable because
it’s new, he said, he cited the natural light
and the fresh, filtered air as features that

are unique to LEED buildings and enable
employees to “focus more on their work,”
he said.
“They’re not at 5 o’clock on Friday going,
‘I’ve got to get out of this building.’ ”
Developed by the U.S. Green Building
Council, LEED certification is recognized
worldwide as the standard for measuring
building sustainability. It promotes the
efficient use of energy and minimal environmental impact.
The process of helping to design the
space, including picking out paint samples and tile squares, empowered the
Pillsbury staff and boosted morale, added Linda Magyar, the Sacramento office
administrator who oversees the facility’s
operations.
“In my book, it definitely improved productivity,” she said, adding that better morale helps improve productivity.
Employees are more comfortable in the
space. They can see outside to tree-lined
streets. Employees can control the temperature of their work area.
In the past, when employees came to
work on weekends at the former office
on 400 Capitol Mall, they’d work in the
heat rather than feel guilty for cooling
off half the building, Magyar said. Now,
that’s not an issue.
“The practice of law is stressful,” Johnson said. “Anything you can do to alleviate
stress puts you ahead of the game.”

GREEN WITH ENVY OR
MERELY SKEPTICISM?
Studies have shown a correlation between LEED building features and increases in tenant productivity. Even so,
there are plenty of skeptics.
“What we have found is having a LEED
Gold building has attracted (potential
tenants) to the site, but they have a hard
time sometimes believing” that the energy-efficient and environmentally friendly buildings boost productivity, said Jan
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RECEPTIONISTS | Architectural firms among those that see a need to retain the position
FROM PAGE 16

principal Jim Williams.
However, both companies have expanded responsibilities for their receptionists.
The receptionist at Williams+Paddon assists with project administrative services and accounting duties, while the LPAS
receptionist sometimes wears a headset
so she can make prints without missing
any calls.
Marion Pepper handles much more
than the phones at Arktegraf Inc. in
Sacramento.
“She’s the receptionist, the accounts
receivable and payable person, and our
human resources department,” said
Rick Carlisle, who owns the architectural and home design firm. “She’s kind of a

Renaissance woman.”
Pepper’s official job title is office manager, but business experts might call her a
job survivor in tough times. By expanding
her skills, she has secured her job during
a slow economy.
Some experts believe today’s economic
pressures might forever expand the role
of the receptionist into more administrative duties.
“The receptionist job will always be different than what it was 15 or 20 years ago,”
Morgan said. “I think the business owners who have survived this recession will
take a different look at their employees
and what their expectations of that receptionist job will be.”
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play: health care, health insurance offices,
doctors’ offices, chiropractic offices.”
Legal offices and accounting firms likely will keep their receptionists because
of the competition they face, Tootelian
said. Small banks might also do well to
retain receptionists as a competitive advantage over big banks’ fully automated
systems.
Carl Lubawy, an owner of LPAS architectural firm in Sacramento, would add
his profession to the list of industries that
must have receptionists.
Company officials talked about eliminating the receptionist position, Lubawy

said, “but the discussion didn’t last very
long.”
“We’re a service-oriented, professional
business, and we felt it was more important that our clients and prospective clients speak to a live person,” he said. “If
there’s a problem or if the call is urgent,
the receptionist can put the caller through
to the right person.”
Officials at the Roseville firm of
Williams+Paddon Architects+Planners
Inc. express similar reasoning for retaining their receptionist.
“We’ve found that with our people in
the field, we need help to get our clients
directed to the right person and to keep
a constant presence for the public,” said
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Greg Johnson, partner with Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman, likes the “home-type environment.”
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LEED OFFICES | Report finds significant
link between green buildings and productivity
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There are “hundreds of published testimonials” about the health and productivity benefits that result from adopting
green design strategies, according to a
2003 report, “The Costs and Financial
Benefits of Green Buildings,” developed
for the state’s Sustainable Building Task
Force.
The report concluded that while more
research is needed to better quantify the
savings associated with health and productivity benefits, there is a significant
correlation between green building design and increased productivity.
The report recommends attributing a
1.5 percent productivity and health gain
to Gold- and Platinum-level buildings. For
state employees, a 1.5 percent increase in
productivity — about seven minutes each
working day — is equal to $1,000 a year per
employee, according to the report.
A new study by researchers at Michigan
State University, published in the American Journal of Public Health, likewise indicates that employees who work in environmentally friendly buildings are more
productive and take fewer sick days. Researchers studied employees who moved
from conventional office buildings to
LEED-rated buildings in Lansing, Mich.
The report found that improvements in
perceived productivity could result in an
additional 40 work hours a year for each
employee in a green building.
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Burch, spokeswoman for a 12-story office
tower near Interstate 5 known as 2020
Gateway Tower.
The 325,000-square-foot office tower
opened in June 2009 and has struggled to
attract tenants despite an energy-efficient
rating and free parkIt was the first pri‘The practice of ing.
vately developed spec
law is stressful. LEED Gold, Class A
building in the state,
Anything Burch said.
The LEED features
you can do to that boost productivity
increased ventilaalleviate stress are
tion, temperature and
control and
puts you ahead lighting
“daylighting,” accordof the game.’ ing to recent studies.
Daylighting means
Greg Johnson that 75 percent of all
interior
spaces provide
partner, Pillsbury
Winthrop Shaw access to natural dayPittman LLP light and views, Burch
said. At 2020 Gateway,
80 percent of all exterior walls are glass.
Filtered fresh air is automatically piped
into the building when the outside temperature is cooler than inside. The air is
“particle free,” exceeding hospital-grade
air quality, and all the carpet and paint is
free of volatile organic compound emissions, Burch said.
She said she hopes to get a local university graduate program to study the issue.

COSTS AND BENEFITS OF GREEN
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COME TOGETHER
SHARE IDEAS
media:scape® merges furniture and
technology to boost collaboration, by
helping teams and individuals quickly and
seamlessly share their digital information.
Make every moment count.
Contact United Corporate Furnishings at 916.553.5900
to discuss how you can take a free “Test Drive” of
media:scape in your own work environment.

